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UNION SQUARE EAST PROJECT
This brief historic sensitivity study is being submitted to
augment the draft Environmental Impact Statement of the Union
Square East Pr ojec t , situa ted between ll~th and 15th Streets and
between Union Square and Irving Place. In particular, the fo~us
of this historic survey has been conducted to address two
issues: 1) documentary and cartographic evidence for 18th and
19th century historic events and occupations on this block, and
~) the evaluation through the combination of historic accounts,
recent bUilding records and current site-specific boring logs, to
i~e~t~iy the potential .for.surviving early historic surfaces or
struct.ura I ~e~.~~!2sot._archaeological_or historical si.gni f i cance ,
Q.e.D.~as!:! or _b~t:-:??~_..the .!TI0st.~ecent deep-basement bu i Ld i ng phase
at the s-ite. .
In addition to the previously defined architectural history of
the most recent 20th century buildings (addressed in the earlier
£IS), this supplementary research has surveyed and will summarize
available evidence for the 17th through 19th century activities
at this site. A.:Lthough...i~=~I!.~._J~~at..?na,lz~i~ i!: is unlikely that
the$..L.e,arlier ..remains __ha.YJ~._§qf.Y.!~~.9..._the,.,rnost::r-e·c:e·n·t:.:dee-p·_J)~.seme"[lt
C;Q.ns.t.Ulj: ti.o.ll?lc;:t;i,~:i,.J:,;i:e:s.9( the ..2Qt:!l..cerrtury const ruct Lon pJ:1.?s-e-~
this overview has provided positive evidence that the block was
the focus of early·historic activity of the 17th century through
to the present.

Additional to this documentary research, a major focus of this
study involved the joint evaluation of recent 20th century
building records in order to document basement depths together
with a synthesis of recent on-site boring logs to establish
~odern demolition fill depth, for those basements which lack
appropriate documentary e~idence. As the appended overlay maps
document, this combined documentary and boring data has confirmed
that late-19th to mid-20th century structural alterations have
intruded upon or obliterated all but a small fraction of the
once-exposed backyard areas initially indicated both by historic
views and by the 19th century Bromley and/or Perris Atlas sheets.

HISTORIC ACTIVITIES ON THE BLOCK - 17TH-19Trl CENTURIES
Given the fact that early deeds for this block are not availaole or do
not survive until after 1785, 17th century characterizations of this
block must be based on the careful reading of often generalized
historic accounts, as well as available evidence from surviving
historic maps.
One of the central issues pertaining to 17th century activities
Eor this siLe involved clarification of the relationship of this
block and early references to Dutch West India Company farm
holdings in particular the farm or bouwerie of Peter Stuyvesant,
the Director-General of Nieuw Amsterdam from 1647 to 1664.
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The earliest available map dealing with this period in any
detail is the 1670 copy of the 1639 Manetus map. The captions
associated with this map describe the "Company's bouwerie or
farm", "with an excellent house" somewhere in the area. The
issue of its precise location is not clarified by any 17th
century records, and only becomes reconstructable after a 110
year gap in the cartographic record, with the 1766-67 military
war map produced for the British by Ratzer, commonly referred to
as the Ratzer Plan.

18TH CENTURY ACTIVITIES
The 1767 Retzer Plan provides the first detailed evidence for the
area's topography and colonial settlement pattern prior to the
advent of surviving deeds in 1785. The Ratzer Plan clearly
delineates roads, surface features, property boundaries and
farmsteads in accurate scale both for contemporary historic
features and for the more recent 19th century place markers. It
clearly shows 1) the presence and ownership of the earliest
farmsteads in the region and 2) the clear definition of property
boundaries; the fact that the original Stuyvesant farm or
bouwerie was located far to the east of the project area and that
the additional Stuyvesant family holdings skirted around and
outside of the block's present limits. At the same time, this
detailed plan shows the earliest farmstead in the vicinity as
belonging to I. Tiebout. The first deed for the project block,
dated 1795, belonged to Mary Magdalene Tiebout, a relative of I.
Tiebout. When overlaid to scale, the project block correlated
with two undeveloped agricultural fields half-way between the
farmstead of I. Tiebout to the north and the road to
Stuyvesant's farm to the south (Fig. 1-2).

After this date, recorded deeds document the transfer of an
acre of property within the project area, but no Lots, to a David
Mann, and then subsequently in 1804 to R. Dawson, who then passed
it to a David Dunham. Dunham then becomes visible and traceable
with the next surviving historic maps dating to the first decade
of the 19th century.

19TH CENTURY ACTIVITIES
The first of these 19th century cartographic sources is the 1807
Bridges map, a partially actualized planning document which
projected the future layout of a north-south street grid system
over the irregular colonial roadways and lot alignments.
Although Union Square was shown extending down to 10th Street,
(which was never formalized in subsequent construction
activities), the map does show the clear relationship between the
earlier property/lot alignments and locations to the general
orientation and layout of New YO~k'8 Inodern street system.
Although the resolution is poor, these former street, structure
and building locations are displayed as dots with the roads,
shown as lines of parallel dots. Despite its low resolution,
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this original overlay truly shows the property within the project
block as containing a numbeL of pre-1807 structures and parcels.

The next detailed map data relating historic properties to modern
street lines is the 1811 Randel's Farm map. In gene~al, this
shows that the late 18-early 19th century lot lines ran
perpendicular to the angled Union Square side of the lot and
parallel to the most recent western lot lines, a pattern which
continued through the 19th century. These properties were
divided by a street then ·known as Tiebout Street which overlapped
modern Lots 6 and 7. To the south of the street, the map shows
long, rectangular lots belonging to David Seaman and Thomas C.
Taylor, which overlapped the south-eastern half of the block
in its present configuration. To the north of Tiebout Street, and
overlapping 14th Street, was a large lot belonging to Cornelius
T. williams. Each of these properties overlapped with and
ext~nded beyond the modern boundaries of the project site. The
1811 Randel's Farm map also confirms the location of the former
Stuyvesant properties as having their closest boundary a half a
block away to the r.orth-east and clearly outside of,the project
site.
This period of the first two decades of the 19th century
corresponds in time to the initial plans and subsequent layout of
Union Square or·Union Place. As part of the general descriptions
of the park's development are several references which generally
describe this area as it was.around 1815. In reference to the
park itself. the Commission report of 1807 defines the layout of
a small park "where fresh air might be obtained when the city
block might be built up". It was called Union Place because it
was located at the juncture of two principal thoroughfares.
finally, in 1815, by an act of the legislature, Union Place was
formally designated as a public meeting place or commons for
people in the city, but as Stokes in his "Iconography of Manhattan
Island" noted, "for many years before that. it was occupied by
squatters' shanties". He also noted that prior to 1815, the Union
Square area was used as a potters' field or burial ground for the
indigent. Only in 1845 after an initial investment of $116,000 was
the park initially landscaped and only after this date, were the first
major mansions of the area erected.

19TH CENTURY LAND ALTERATIONS

A number of early engraVings and geological references provide a
basis for characteriZing the general nature of the terrain in the
vicinity of Union Square prior to the early 19th century. A few
specific references speak of soil and terrain conditions in the
immediate project area at this time period, and several others
refer to the general cutting and filling activities prior to
1833. One reference in particular.is important because it
appe?rs ~~ refer to the depth of soi~ aboye .bedrock after the
·geq~ral.!illing activ~ty_p~~_ prior to the imp~cts of.4eep .
basement construction in th~ ~a~~ J9t~.~?~early ?Oth centuries.

-~_-_ ••• ".4 •
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Although not a written characterization, the earliest perspective
of the pre-fill topography and land forms in the immediate
project area are indicated by the 1767 Ratzer flan showing
detailed drainage and lowland swamp area limits. This view
(Fig. 5) shows the immediate pToject area north of the long
roadway extending off the bouwerie as an undeveloped set of
agricultural plots of grain fields and orchards. Both the
Stuyvesant mansion and the project area are bounded to the north
and southeast by two drainages. These open into the East River
as low swampy estuary/tidal flats demarcated as salt marshes on
this 18th century view. A similar irregular drainage running
north and south, parallel and west of the historic bouwerie
roadway, shows the former pre-Union Square area as a similar low,
swampy drainage system with flat, higher land on each side of the
road. Several small hills are evident halfway between the 18th
century shore line and the bouwerie road, but they are neither
prominent nor close to the immediate project area. A perspective
ground view preserved as an engraving by James Smillie, entitled
"The Junction of Broadway and Bouwerie" depicts the actual .
cutting and filling activities in the Union Square area to the
left and isolated homesteadst and work crews in the process of
cuttipg and filling the area in the approximate locale of 14th
and 15th Streets to the east of Bouwerie. The caption associated
with this photograph cites an 1833 guidebook which describes
"the square having been recently altered and enlarged, to
include, in addition to the part north of 14th Street, 1a large
~[.t?ngle .to the east car-ved .9_\}t. ~L.BCl.\}.werie.IJt_P I" (Stokes
coliecTt·i()ii-~··r:r:Y·;"Piiblic·-t.ibrary,Plate 8, engraved by James
Smillie in Kouwenhoven, 1972). Thus, from this engraving alone,
iL.is ..clear tD._atthis area .ha9...been heavily altered by cutting
and f.il.li~i-;·'pri-~·;··t~')83j.This -ac-ti~{iy was· aIso -doc·lime-ntedby
Cozzens in his -__1833 "Geology of New York City", in which he
q.~.~c;:.r;i.bes._._the_..truncating. of hills to use as. fill for swamps and
l.ov grounds (P. 35). Similarly, in his 1833 "Historic Tales of
Old New York", Watson specifically noted "r observed great digging
of ..the hills and removal of earth going on, all"a6o'uf-~tl1e'-'
Stuyvesant mansion, house and farm. Mr. Nicholas Stuyvesant told
me they often Came to Lnd i.an'graves, k~;~·.~~.-~uch-)Y. ..~~.vin·g
oys ter shel.Ls Lnterred with the bones and somet imes some .-
fragments ~f fragile poti~ry": Thi~ ~articular refe~,nce is
important because the inclusion of the observation concerning
disturbed Indian graves_makes it clear that ·this land. alteration
activity_impacted .a~g cut away the original exposed Colonial and
LSJ:.JLce..9-!I:!!:Ysurf aces ..in~o_""hi~~_c:>.ron which prehistoric remains~~r~_Jound. ---_... '. . -

Finally, several references specifically address the composition
of these areas of high ground with specific allusions to sandy
hills (Gratacap 1901:6). Gratacap described the general area
south of 21st Street as having almost no exposures of rock, but
instead consisting of a diversified surface of hills of gravel,
sand and earth intermingled and confusingly dotted over with
large boulders (Gratacap 1909:10). He also described what
appears to be the low area on Ratzer's 18th century map in the
area of 5th Avenue (between 15th and 18th Streets) as mobile and
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fluid qui cksand . Thus,,,,.fr,om,.t.nese.,r:efep::!I1ces,it"is._.apparent
tJ)E;1,t".~hesandy matrix .beLo« the modern, bufLdi ng i f ounda tLons 'and
above the bedrock consists of secondary fill, most probably
compri sed,9f ,g~acial_J:il1 cut away from the promont orLes of high
S_~~lY,.,g;-,C2.u_nd.referr~.9.~'o'''i~·e:ci.t1ji'f9th century accounr;s,
I:1 addition to these general characterizations, one 19th century
account prOVides concrete evidence to the post-filling depth of
these secondary deposits in the immediate vicinity of 14th Street
and Union Square. Cozzens' 1833 "Geology of New York City"
prOVides a graphic section of the length of Manhattan Island with
its access along Broadway. This document specifically shows
between 10 and 13 feet of coarse sand fill above bedrock and
bgJ_Q.::-:, .. tl),~.~,~?,S)1,~e~~t,~x,y.)~ur,fa'~e.TbJ~_.!t}~toric·n~fere-n'ceis
crLti.caI ,to the'folloHingiWpaq.a'nalysis'--because "'it: ::s)1.oW5.'the
depth of fill and provi.des a scale aga i.nst which' the .more recent
fa te"i,9r.h'a,-ncC'ea:r'ly 20.tJ'l.ce,nt ury basernen,t}ntrusions can be '
evaluated.

\ 1· /'\,'
~

I ~...~. \

19TH CENTURY DEVELOPMENTS

Prior to the 1830's, contemporary observers described the
vicinity of Union Square as a potters' fie~d which was sprinkled
with shacks and "completely neglected until 1831" (Stokes, VOL
6. p.520). The driving force for the initial development of this
area came from the investment efforts of Samuel B. Ruggles,
famous in New York history for his efforts to prOVide open public
spaces in the form of parks for the developing urban population.
In addition to his efforts to establish a formal park at Union
Square, Ruggles was responsible for the construction of the
majority of substantial residences along the east side of Union
Square, between the years 1838 and 1839. Ruggles moved his
family to 24 Union Square in 1839. By 1849, the blocks
surrounding Union Square, including the project site, were
described as one of the finest residential districts in tOHn. A
contemporary guidebook spoke of the area as haVing "splendid
private mansions, some of which are of costly magnificence".
(Kou~enhoven 1972:241).

An 1849 perspective view of Union Square, drawn and llthographed
by J. Bachman, in the southern portion of Manhattan shows the
presence of mansion-like structures on the project site block
(Kouwenhoven 1972). This perspective predates the earliest 1853
Atlas map of the block by 4 years and is important as it shows
the use of interior block space in a particular open area
relative to the then standing structures. This will be used as a
baseline for characterizing subsequent alterations to the block.
The 1849 view shows a line of four-storey structures facing Union
Square, a four-storey building on the southern edge of the block
facing 14th Street, a four-storey structure at the corner of
[rving Place and 14th Street. and a similar faur-storey structure
on the northern, 15th Street side, to the west of the location of
the later Steinway Building. It also clearly depicts the
presence of extensive open backyard areas behind and between
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these structures and little or no development in the Irving
Place/15th Street area of the block.
Without reviewing the architectural history of each of these
post-1850 structural developments, an overview of the changing
block composition based on sequential atlas maps (Bromley and
Perris) document a changing pattern of consecutively diminishing
backyard areas over the next century of the block's occupation.
Steinway and Irving Halls were constructed in the open areas at
the center of the block and the northeast corner of Irving Place
prior to 1867. After these two major structures were in place,
the surviving open backyard areas were restricted to two areas of
the block. The first of these was a series of irregular
triangular backyard areas, situated in a line at the rear of the
lots facing Union Square. The second major area of continued but
diminishing open backyards was located at the central/eastern end
of the block, bounded on the north by the Irving Place Theatre
and on the south by Lots 16-20.
LATE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY DEEP BASEMENT INTRUSIONS AND
INPACTS
As a prelude to the identification of recent impacts from deep
basement construction, it is important to point out that the
actual lot designations were undergoing alterations even prior to
the Klein Building takeover in 1921. Variations in lot number
designations were evident throughout the series of mid-late 19th
century atlas sheets. By the 1940's, a number of formerly
distinct lot numbers had been merged into larger units with
singular number designations. Given this variation through time,
this impact evaluation has utilized the most recent architectural
site plan and lot boundaries with the inclusion of prior lot
numbers which reflect the surviving bUilding department lot
designations, as well as additional lot number subdivisions from
19th century atlases.

As itemized on a lot-by-Iot basis in the appended summary of
building record data, for anyone lot, the recorded depths often
showed a I-to-2 foot range of variation from the deepest recorded
measurements. In some cases, these variations appear to reflect
the sequential lamination of thicker basement floors: In other
instances, the recorded variation appears to represent
ambiguities as to the point of reference. Some measurements
appear to refer to the base of the basement slab, and still
others to the depth of the common wall foundation.
A total of 22 lots (see Fig. 3) were examined for evidence of
basement depth. Documents were available for a total of 16 lots
(Lot numbers 2-8, 12-15, 18-20, 68 and 71). Of these 22 lots,
documenta!'y'ev:i,~J'LC;_~.!2.-r:_..Q.e"e.p_p"a.~.~~.~1J.J:sbetween 9-12 fe~t could
~~s taHisb5!_~Ltox..J_Uo~~ (Lots 2-5, .Y2':T5-~--i8:'26;"68-'ai(C71)•
D~cumentary ~vlden~~-poin~~~E~ba~~~~~!_depth of 16' in -Lot 8.
Hhere available, the documents indicated snifllCiw"base"mentaepfhs
for 2 of the historic lots. As of 1922, Lots 6 and 7 appear to
have been merged into one and both appear to contain relatively
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shallow basements of 8'6" in front and only 6' in the rear. No
documents could be located or appear to exist for 6 of the
historic lots (Lots 10, 11, 16, 17, 62 and 63). Repeated
attempts to identify their location at the Dept. of Building
Records indicate that they have either been misplaced or no
longer exist.
Of the 6 lots for which no documentary evidence was.available,
boring data relative to basement depths exists for 2 of the lots
(Lots 17 and 63). ~ortng data showed basement depths of 13' for
both. ~~tther documents no~.boring dat? were availabiefor 4
lots (Lot; 10;"11, 16, 62). Wh~re information is available from
b~~h sources, the 2 iines of evidence correlate with and confirm
the presence of shallow bedrock immediately below the 10'
basement depths. Historical Lots 12-15 merged and became Lots 14
a~d 68, running through the center of the block between 14th and
15th Streets. Prior to this integration, documentary evidence
pertaining to Lot 14 shows 10' deep basement walls "laid on solid
rock". The borings taken from below basement floors also confirm
the presence of decomposed Manhattan schist throughout many areas
of the block immediately below the rubble fill and brick or
c~ment basement floors. Th~se ~epth indications, furthermore,
correlate with the histo~~c"ge~logical description in Cozzens,
indicating'~hat the area consisted of 10'-13' of sand over
b.~grock.
As summarized in Figure 3, these two lines of evidence have been
combined into a schematic overview of the block which
superimposes the documented basement depths with the indicated
boring data. This sketch also indicates those lots or backyard
areas for which no data was encountered.

DIMINISHING BACKYARD AREAS
This synthesis of boring and documentary evidence clearly
demonstrates that the majority of the block had been altered at
least by the 1940's to incorporate':uniformlY·deep 'ba~ements'
within the boundaries.of definable building dimension~. However,
in addition to the interior of the structures, two areas of the
site consistently showed the survival into the 19th century, of
backyard areas which became progressively smaller as a result of
building extensions until they were obliterated altogether. Two
areas of the site block reflected this pattern, with the
exception of two small rear yard areas to be discussed below.
These former rear yard.areas were clustered at the western and
eastern ends of the site, and will be individually addressed.
The western line of former backyard areas indicated by the atlas
sheets were consistently located at the rear of the lots facing
Union Place (Union Square). Thes~ four former 19th century
western lot areas were situated behind Lots 2. 4, 5 and 11.
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LOT 2:

The northern most of these rear areas was originally a small
triangular piece at the rear of Lot 2. which is shown existing on
atlas sheets until 1921. A~._gJ _t9~4~tthis segment was covered
over by a 5-5torey structure and R~g~umably obliterated by deepbasement ccn struc t i.onat that time •.. -",.-,'._'.' - ---.-.'.. .

LOT 4:

Prior to 19:~n, the rear of # 10 Union Square was shown to have
had a 20' x2 " I backyard area. Th.i,s...W?2 subsequently taken over bv
E!.• ~-;-sLor~y '.'·.liJdingwith a r ecorded basement dep-th 0"£ "li' 4 -1/211

'.

LOT 5:

Sandwiched ~~tween the rear of Lot 5 and Lot 71 (the location of
the hotel L;; Clede), was a small 25" triangle which was shown to
have been cr~n area as of 1930. After this time, the hotel
structure W:lS expanded to absorb this open area and documen t s
recor_~..,baseoen txlept hs of 9. i ". Boring #B6 documents that 'the
mo"st-recen t basement depth within this s t ruc cure's arsawas .
iD~i~~ted b~"l~~.o£_destruct{on,debr~sfill and accordingly, this
once .open.ar ea can..be assumed to .have been destroyed as weLl ,
LOT 11:

\1,
--+.--. r\

!

As of .the F::30's , Lot 11,' which was subsequently absorbed by
the ..l\le.i~.,.t~l.:Llding,was shown to have 2 small open. are,as of
between 8-1,:' on each side, one at the rear of the Lot and one
wi t hi n the ·;truct·ure'itself, which presumably functioned as a
shaft for air or some other utility. As indicated above.
no a Lt.erat i on records were on tile for Lo ts 10 and 11 and none of
the borings overlapped with either the ~ormer bUilding outline or
these -t\"o.Sl>:l1)squares 'of open area. Ho~ever Lot 8, iminediately
to.the ..wes t 'lfLot 11 shows document.ed . basement depth of 16' as
Qf 1907. I: addition, two'borings in Lot 8 sho~ rubble fill to
13 and 15 f . -r t , On the eastern side of Lot 11, the Steinway Hall
lot, runnin~ the width of the block between 14th and 15th Streets
(Lot 14) ha~ documented basement depths from borings and other
documents of between 10' and 12'. Based on the demonstrated
eXistence ..of_deep ..basements on all sides ·of Lots 10 and. 11. it
appears. highly_unlikely .~ha~_the.forme~.exposed ~reas within and
behind ..Lot- lLmay ..have ..survf ved the subsequent; .s:Cie·?,l~~rationand cons t ruct i.on ac tIvdtLes , -_ .

In addition to these former backyard areas in the western Irving
Place end of the block, by the 1920-1943 era, only two,open areas
could be demonstrated for the eastern and central part of the
block immediately behind the Irving Place Theatre. Lot 63.
Parallel with the rear wall of this large structure on the corner
of Irving Place and 15th Street. the 20th century atlas sheets
showed the existence of a 66'x7' rectangle, designated as
courtyard. This 462 sq. ft. area was not covered by any
documentary eVidence, but does coincide with the location of
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boring #7. T:hAs.l>oring.~fldi.:sat.:e.d.U-~_~ .preser;tc~of an 8r1 c.ement
slat ranging in ~epth.b~tween !l\ and 12! below pre~e~t g~~de.
Based on t~e bo ring data.C:l.1one,.it appears that. t hi s former openr'ect~ngle w'a-g"'probably'cut down .below19th .century levels by
recent conStruc'tion act..t'.'ity2.ss.Qs:iatedwith the Irying PlaceTheiif.ie:.-·--·...·...~.,~:---.·..h

1

Finally, the only other open air and possible backyard area
indicated by historic maps and shown to still exist as a rear
yard area in the 20th century was located at the rear of Lot 16
and the southwest corner of the Irving Place Theatre. This
rectangular yard measuring 29'x24 r on either axis of the "L' and
6.5' wide, was not covered by any documentary evidence 'and is the .!
onLy area in the site plot aside from the rear areas of 6 & 7 ...',1.'-..::>""
whi ch may possibly contain some high ground relative to the 0--0$' '-,--
surrounding deep basements .. It was still .shown asa 360 sq. ft.·---'-,-se:l .' \,.[,.}-' ~I
ar~a.,.on__t he 1984..demolition site plan. Immediately south of thiS) ..r (~,;.!,<!.t.' f\ ,_~.'.
small "L" shaped yard area, the plans show a one-storey, 19 r x21 r ! t.1~· . C ~l ';"--

former structure. No documents or borings were available for [, \ ,,'1 ;'.~..\ . .:

this parcel. '('.,'j'~ .I'~~,::,:,l~\'i,~\ "1

The final parcel or lot on the block for which no data was G( \
available ~as Lot 62, or #3 Irving Place, situated in the center 1_~\~.~~
of the block, between the Irving Place Theatre and Lot 20 on
Irving Place. Although no building records relating to Lot 62 (3
Irving Place) w~re available, it is clear from the multi-year
review of the mid-late 19th century atlas sheets that this parcel
contained standing structures at least as early as 1853. The
1853 .atlas showed the presence of a contiguous brick and frame
structure of unspecified elevation. By 1877, this parcel
contained a rectangular, three-storey brick structure with no
gaps between the Irving Hall building to the north and a five-
storey brick structure on the corner of 14th Street and Irving
Place, with no open spaces evident on any parcels facing Irving
Place.

As of January 22, 1985, this and adjacent brick bUildings are
still standing in Lots 18-20, and extending back to the rear wall
of the former Irving Hall with no open spaces for Lots 18, 19, 20
or 62. Thus, although mid-19th century atlas sheets showed an
open space on Irving Place between Lots 20 and 62, Q~t-h~~late
19th century, this area ~ad been altered by.th~ addition of
con ti·g·u_~u·:".]~,sfor·e·y.a~d hi·gh·e~·:.Fick"·l)li"ildings.....-.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

I

•II
!

A summary of historic documentary and early map sources indicates
that in the 18th century, the project area was open farmland
without any indications of structures or o~cupation. Th2 first
evidence of possible habitations becomes available through the
1811 Randel farm map, which shows the pre-grid street layout, the
number of parcels and the general location of former structures.

9



Geological and contemporary descriptions clocurtiehtt.hatthfs area
was. fil1edvtth sand and gravel sometime in the first quarter of
the 19thcen:tury. These geplcigical 'sources also Lndi cat e that
subsequeri't-t o: the filling operation, the 19th century ground
surface was 10'-13' above bedrock. Despit~ the indica::ionsof
mid,..-19thcenturyrear yards on the atlas sheets, the utility of
thes~ maps was invalidated for the later period by subsequent
deep basement construction between the end of the 19th century
an:clthe early 20th century. The depth of these subsequent
baaemerrt;intrusions which cut through the earlier depos:i:tsand
appears to have cut away most rear yard areas, were accurately
recorded in detail on a"lot by lot basis and were en file at the
New¥'ork City Department of Building Records .\;Jhere records
e~ist, these recent documents demonstrate a predominant pattern
of' deep basemen t vcons t ruct.Lon down to varying depths of 10',..-13'
below grade .

Aside from Lots 6, 7, 10, 11, 16 and 62, documents and! or
boring data, indicate the presence of deep basements and
demolished rear yard areas for 16 of the 22 lots. In. addition to
t.he'serecent impacts, and combined with the documentary
indications of the e~tly 19th century site matrix consisting of
re~depositedsecondary sand and gravel fill, even if this small
area survived as high ground, it appears highly unlikely that any
primary undisturbed occupation surfaces or archaeological
depO"sitswith integrity could have survived the documented_20th
century.deep basement construction within these 16 lots.

I\1hete documents were available recording the depths of the
basements, only two,. Lots 6 and 7, show indications of having
relatively shallow basements in their rear sections. These are
3'-lO'higherthanthe surrounding 91-16' basement depths. No
borings were available for these two areas to confirmor
"corroborate the accuracy of these documentary indications.

....'.

BaSed on this synthesis of available documentary evidence and
borLng results ,i·t has been possible to demonstrate that most.
19t.l1century construc.t.Lon involved the addition of deep basemerits
throughout the majority of the lots of the block. \.Jh.ere-.degp
b_Efse~.f~nts.~l:Jc~.Yi?beendocumented. both_~~ep.r:~.?~!.1C~c...?n(i_integrity
?LanX~X9I,mer.:~RRo-siis~'·h~-v~.mo~f·I>i'oba)ly..b~e.n._d~:'?t!py~:d-or"'·_-"·
~e,?'3.ilydt-~_tur~~9_.~Based on the demonstrated depth or -t.he
basement const.ruct i on, the need for additional testing or work is ."-
not indicated. Fo..r:J_liQse__a:r,eas:-whE:r.~__~2_~.~0C:~J?~9E~EY-:Ex,J)qri~g:ii /. '. ;.'::' "7
data .is_.available,no (jetermination of 'either...the presence or J! '\.r:... '.,P.;~.~,~~I.~~iiii:ggdtY-.~Q:r.arty~;,-~s-o~;c'e's'·c~m·~be~made. . ....,'- ,.' J/'?'G \:,~\' _ \( c 1

~... ;- ,....:: :".-~~_.... \
'. l.,·L\",. -.t'CIC
-::# , ....,., V.~l\ \-'\.~\

\ 'A'· (Xil~\)-"" .
\ w-;' \,., \ \C .,.-'
. ! ~../ ~.:\.~_.>_.

\'"
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SOURCES - MAPS

Manatus Map - 1639, with corrections added from Stokes'
f.conography.

Ratzer - 1766-1767
B. Taylor & J. Roberts - 1796
Bridges Map - 1807 - Commissioned by City of New York

John Randel's Farm Map - 1811

The Blue Book - Maps of Farms - 1815

Goodrich Plan - 1827
:-iap of New York - 1782 (John Hills)
Rochambeau, Collection of Manuscripts

foundation Conditions of Borough of Manhattan

Plan of the City of New York - English period - 1750-1775

Gaines Universal Register - 1775
~ew Metropolis Memorable Events of 3 Centuries 1600-1900 - E.
Idell, 1899.

The Columbia Historical Portrait of New York - An Essay in
Graphic History - John A. Kouwenhoven, 1972.

Maps of the City of New York - Matthew Dripps, 1854, 1863, 1867,
1859, 1875, 1376, 1877, 1879.
Maps of the City of New York - G.W. Bromley, 1877, 1880, 1891,
1911, 1920, 1932, 1957, 1983-4, 1906, 1909, 1921.

Sanborn Manhattan Landbook - 1983-84
The Iconography of Manhattan Island (1498-1909), Stokes, Isaac
Newton Phelps (1867-1944) 1915 (Vol. 1-6), Redraft of Castello
Plan of Nieuw Amsterdam in 1660 (1916).
Perris Atlas, 1853, Vol. 4, Plate 52.

Perris Atlas, 1877, Plate 44.
Block Index Map - Indices and Conveyances - the City of New York,
September 7, 1916, Vol. 97.

Robinson and Pidgeon Atlas, 1880, Vol. III
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BORING n SAMPLE #

•BOH [NC DATA - UN ION SQlJAIH: EAST I'IWJI~CT

DEPTH (TN FEET) DESCRIPTION

6 2 same as above

6 3

6 4

9 1

9 2

9 3

9 4

9 5

10 1

10 2

10 3

10 4?
10 3?

Dli 1

Bll 2

811 3

Bll 4

Ell 5

Bll 3

5-7

10-12 C6arse brown sand with brick and wood fragments,
4 metal caps, 2 look modern, ie galvanized steel

14-15 grey brown coarse sand

0-2 Brown fine sand with brick and wood chips
5-7 same as above

10-12 Brown medium sand
15-17 coarse brown sand with pebbles
20-20.5 coarse brown sand

0-2 Fine brown sand with brick and wood chips
5-7 Medium brown sand with brick and wood chips
10-12 same as above

12-14 decomposed micaceous schist
14-15 . micaceous schist (Manhattan schist)
0-2 reddish brown coarse sand with brick and wood fragments

5-7 same as abuue

10-12 brown med. sand with wood fragments
12-14 decomposed micaceous schist

14-16 bro'vJnmicaceous silt

10-12 same as 3 above



BORING "Bl1
Bl1
B12

B12

B12
B12
B12
813
813
B13
B13

824
B24
B25
825
825
825
825
B25

BOH rNG DATA '- UNION SQUARE EAST PROJECT
SAMPLE # DEPTH (IN FEET) DESCRIPTION
4 12-14 same as 4 above

5 14-16 same as 5 above

1 0-2 reddish brown coarse sand with brick and wood
fragments plus 2 Frags of roofing slate

2 5-7 reddish brown coarse sand with brick, wood,
roofing slate and mortar frag with green paint

3 10-12 grey brown coarse sand

4 15-17 same as above

5 20-22 same as above'

1 0-2 reddish brown med sand with brick and wood fragments

2 5-7 same as above

3 10-12 reddish brown coarse sand with brick and wood frags

4 15-17 Manhattan schist [rags

1-2 empty

3 18-21 decomposed micaceous schist

1 0-2 reddish brown mcd. sand with brick and wood chips

2 5-9 same as above

3 9-10 coarse brown sand wI wood chips and brick frags

4 coarse brown micaceous sand with brick frags10-12
5 12-14 same as above

6 14-16 same as nbove



UNION SQUARE EAST PROJECT
BORING # DEPTH (IN IT) ANALYSIS
10 12-14 micaceous schist,

culturally sterile
10 14-15 same as above, sterile
11 10-12 micaceous silty sand,

brick and wood frags,
sterile

11 12-14 micaceous schist sterile
11 14-16 same as above

Micaceous schist: Munsell IOYR4/6, Strong Brown
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FIGURE 1



FIGURE 2 ENLARGED PORTION OF RATZER PLAN SHOWING
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF PROJECT AREA'
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February 13, 1985

Dr. Sherene Baugher
Landmarks Preservation Commission
20 Vesey Street
New York, N.Y. 10006

Dear Sherene,

I am writing to you to address the primary points of our
telephone conversation of February 13, 1985, and to provide a
final assessment for the 14th Street, Union Square East Project
Cultural Resource Evaluation. Per our discussion, this final
evaluation will address three points: 1) clarifications relative
to the few lots for which no documentary or boring data was
available, 2) an evaluation concerning the potential survival
and significance or research potential of any historic remains
which may still be present at this time, and 3) a judgement based
on the general patterns encountered from these above sources as
to the need for further testing.

The focus of this work has been to address through our impact
analysis 1) the potential presence and survival of any remains
and 2) their integrity as a basic criteria for determining their
significance or research potential. As has been documented, the
extensive disturbance throughout most of the block indicates a
low probability of survival where data from borings and
documents is available. In the case of the three small rear lot
areas for which no information is available, the issue is not
simply one of presence or absence, but also of stratigraphic
and chronological integrity. Given the documented historic
indications of extensive cutting and filling throughout the area,
particularly within this block prior to the 1830's, even if
cultural materials were present, this evidence suggests a high
propability of mixing and secondary deposition. These
potentially disturbed conditions imply in turn a low probability
of integrity, and thus a low probability of research
significance, given the nature and time range of cultural
activities within the block.

In general, it is clear from the body of evidence presented in
our study, that this block can be characterized as follows:

1) Our documentary and cartographic analysis has indicated a
lack of any strong evidence for either prehistoric, contact
period or early 17th-18th century remains being present. The
bulk of the data instead points to the block's major cultural
activities in the 19th century.
2) That early geological accounts and views of the area suggest
that whatever lIearly matriX" may be present most likely

50 Trj.l).ity Place
NewYorn.New'tbr1<
10006/212514-9520

cgt./- m;6fYJ



represents pre-1800 fill deposits associated with the documented
cut and fill activities for this area at that time.

3) With the exception of three lots for which no boring or
documentary data exists, this study has demonstrated a
generalized pattern of early 20th century deep basement
construction for the majority of the lots within the block.
Given the documented depth of bedrock, it is also clear from
both the documents and boring records that the depth of basement
construction was sufficient to have obliterated, removed or
heavily disturbed the former sandy matrix which had once overlain
the bedrock.

Finally, in reference to your specific comments pertaining to the
undocumented rear areas of Lots 6 and 7, Lot 11, and the
small L-shaped rear yard area of Lot 16, it is in my judgement
unlikely that the extensive 20th century deep basement
construction activities on all sides, would not have affected
these small segments as well.

In summation, when documentary, boring data and explicit
evidence of deep basement intrusions for the majority of the
block are combined, it is in my estimation highly unlikely that
either early or undisturbed deposits would have survived with
integrity until the present. Based on this body of evidence and
on the criteria of significance discussed above, I do not
recommend additional testing within the block.

Yours Sincerely,£~~:L,,A=PJ.,he:-.1.!D!§o..~------
Chief Archaeologist

JWG:mw
cc: Edith Fischer; Zeckendorf Corp.

A. Locke; Allee, King, Rosen and Fleming, Inc.
Mr. Howard Goldman; Patterson-Belknap
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LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION

20 VESEY STRUT. SEW YORK. NEW YORK 10007

553-1100

February 22, 1985

Mr. Joseph Ketas, Director
Environrrental ManagerrentDivision
Department, of City Plarming
2 Lafayette Street
New York, New York 10007

Fe: Union Square East

Dear Mr. Ketas:

The archaeologist handling the docurrentary research required as
a condition on the Union Square East project has satisfactorily answered
a numl:::erof concerns which \Ve expressed regarding his conclusions.

Consequently, ~ are in agreerrent that no further docurrentary
work is required and that no archaeological field work is indicated.

Sincerely,

tJAv~t~
Edwin Friedman

Director of Planning & Field Services

EF/nb
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